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WARNS OF ''RUSSIAN 
TACTICS'' BY STATE 
A blast was leveled at the admini,;tration in Albany by the presi-
FRIDA Y, DECEMBER 11, 1953 No. 5 dent of Ithaca College on Nov. 19, when he declared that the State 
----·---------------- University, authorized by the legislature, was "purely for political pur-
Phi Mu Sets . COncert 
For Tues. In Theater 
Adelphi To Honor 
31 Students At 
Annual Banquet 
The Annual Adelphi Initiation 
Banquet will be held on Sun .. Dec. 
poses and for very little educational reason." 
lllust '"· Jlr. ,Joh 1----------------
Dr. Leonard B. Job, head of the\ 
11hysical education and music col-
lege in this city, told a meeting of 
the Ithaca < "o!Jege fund-raising 
council that the State University 
'was put through the legislature 
with a cudgel. the entire project 
Bube Will Conduct 
Church Concert 
The members d the ITII· 
.\CAN Staff wish to express 
tllelr deepest sympathy to 
Rill Wheeler on the loss of 
his father. 
to welcome all new members. :llr. 
Charles Randall, from the Drama ha,·ing a 1>01itical background. 
He also told the gathering that 
Sun: Church 
All-College Picnic 
IC's o,m ])alsy Jfae and Ll'l .\lmer, 
Jlon11 Hlzzarl nnd Gene Uosmus. 
(Other Jli<'tnre on 11uge fl). 
at IC Camp with select the Royal Court. Two Fresh-
competitive sports 
Choir Concert in 
College Theater 
The class hopes to offer the use 
of an actual voting machine to 
man attendants, two Sophomore at-
tendants, two Junior attendants, a 
Junior prince and princess, and a 
Senior king and queen will be 
elected. 
although $186.000 had been pledged 
'Sprawling OdoJms' 
He asserted that the future of 
Ithaca College depends upon the 
State University "and what that 
DR. LEONARD B. JOB 
Assails State U 
s1>rawling octopus does." , ~ities continues." 
He assailed the state for its 
The Christmas party for children 
of Ithaca Collegp faculty and staff 
will be held Sun., Dec. 13 at 2: 30 
p.m. in the Seneca gym. Though the 
program is planned primarily for 
the children, it is a "family affair." 
Old and young will enjoy the car-
toons, singing, and entertainment 
and will 1>roudly watch "jr." par-
ticipate in the games. Santa's visit 
will climax the party. 
:llrs. H. Bertodatto, :llrs. B. Earle, 
l\lrs. ,vm. Whybrew, make up the 
committee planning tlie affair which 
Is sponsored by Ithaca College 
\Vomen's C'lub. 
"They are afflicted," he said, 
Help Fight TB 
Bay Christmas SC'~l-, 
The 1953 Christmas seal drive for 
IC students opened Nov. 30. The 
Tompkins l'ounty Tuberculosis and 
Public Health Association urges 
your help and cooperation. 
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College Choir Back From l 
Three Day Tour Of Area 
On :'>fon., Dec. 7, the College by Olga Wolfe 
by Herb Burkhalter 
Choir, under the direction of Pro-
fessor Bube, left Ithaca on a three-
Lots of new ones ... old ones, dis1•, and She was flH• 111111 lie was day tour. 
It was 3 p.m. when I approached 
the typing room. A few people were 
still making final adjustments on 
The choir gave their first pro- h · h I d t h' J 
sical ones to be discussed since we new slicings currently being of- t e1r s ort 1an ests, w 1le t 1e 
bright, red hot, blue, pop and clas- 'l'en as the best of the newest of 
las~ went to press . . . and even fered by the major labels. Let's gram at Bolivar. The afternoon per- regular tap-tap of a typewriter 
wme philosophical recordings. throw in Ertha Kilt's Santa Baby formance was at Alleghany and in pierced the air from the back of 
necords turn to philosophy, and too. the evening they stopped at Hor- the room. 
in a down to earth, human and en- There seems to be a lo.t of ex- nell. :'>liss Konkle, looking very trim 
tertaining basis on Columbia's re- citement about Oh Jleln l'a Pa. Ev- On Dec. s, the choir met their and business-like in a tailored suit, 
lease, •r1t1s I Helleve. The album is ery one from Eddie Fisher to Ray schedules as follows: morning per- greeted me with a very friendly 
an outgrowth of a CBS radio pro- Anthony is rushing to record this formance at Canisteo, Alfred Uni- 'smile and "hello," while she offered 
gram of the same name inaugurated tune. Probably the best of the lot me a chair. 
:\Iiss Konkle continued to speak 
by Edward ~ .. Murrow, news ana- is the original version, as is the versity in the afternoon, and fin-
lyst, in ord~x: to acquaint Ameri- usual case ... done by Eddie Cal- ishcd the day with a performance 
cans with the beliefs and philoso- \ ert on the Essex label. It feaures in Batavia. in a precise, friendly manner while 
phies of their fellow citizens. a very vibrant trumpet solo she answered my questions. She 
The recorded This I Bell1!l"e throughout with a very tasteful The choir returned to Ithaca on was born in a small town in Pa., 
comes in two volumes; the first of choral backing. It's flip is a very Dec. 9 after a -morning engagement and received her B.S. in Commerce 
which includes lO commentaries exciting arrangement of Jlystery in Hamburg. Their last perform- from Drexel Institute of Technol-
that were previously heard on the Street with the Eddie Calvert horn ance on this tour was for the ogy in Philadelphia. 
ail'. Included in this volume are the showing the way once again. American Association of University :'>liss Konkle possesses a back-
voices of Bernard Baruch, Helen Another disc sure to climb to the \Vomen (A.A.U.W.) held in Ana- ground of varied positions in the 
Hayes, Charles H. Percy, Eleanor top is ('hanging Partners, Everyone be! Taylor Hall at Cornell Univer- business field. After graduation 
Roose;elt, Mrs. Marty Mann, Louis in the business is rushing to cover sity. 
B. Seltzer, Helen Keller, \Viii Dur- the side. Patti Page has another The College Choir also gave an 
,•nt and Carl Sandburg. Most of the Tennessee Waltz in this one. As a evening program of Christmas mu-
readings are presented with un- matter of fact it even sounds like sic on Dec. 2 at the Groton :'>fot110-
usual sincerity and all of them are the "Waltz," with the same slow dist Church. 
well done. moving bounce to it. Kay Starr, Di-
The second volume is comprised nah Shore and Bing Crosby also 
from Drexel, :\Iiss Konkle was em-
ployed as: a Research Committee 
member in Washington, D.C.; sec-
retary to the candidate for gov-
ernor · of :\lass.; and secretary in 
of the personal phiiosophies of 10 have good coverings of this tune. 
immortals spanning the centuries The big play is between the Page 
from Socrates to Ghandi. These are and the Starr recordings. In some 
written in each case by a world ex- parts of the country one is out-
pert on the subject and spoken by playing the other, and visa versa. 
very able portrayers. Reading the Bing's rendition is sung in a low 
by Phyllis Long 
philosophies or the greats are Ray- register which makes him sound Thanksgiving is behind us once ute children's series, which is 
mond -:\Iassey, Katherine Cornell, like the Bing of old which again, and we here at WITJ have broadcast over the Empire State 
Dr. Hu Shih, Helen Hayes. Jose should make Bing's faithfuls a also enjoyed a much needed vaca- School of the Air to an audience of 
J<'errer, and S. Radhakrishnan. happy crowd. tion. But now its time to return to 750,000 school _child/~n. This year, 
Reading the philosophies of their With the Ames Brothers' Rl'A th grind, and once again.'.WIT J the talent which he discovered, and 
celebrated parents are Eve Curie, Victor recording of l'ou You You is ba,.-k on the air, serving you here \\hich is now featured on WITJ 
Frankline D. Roosevelt, Jr. and on the downslide after 22 weeks on (111 the IC campus and the city of includes "I<'OLKSONG TD!E," with 
Will Rogers, Jr. the Honor Roll of Hits, the five lthaca with programs produced for Dan Isaacson and his guitar, Bob 
An introductory commentary is boys have come up with a new plat- your enjoyment and entertainment. Lappan at the piano, and other taJ-
1,,oYided in both volumes by :\Iur- tcr I ('un't HellMe 'l'hat You're In We are happy to report that every- l'nt currently appearing on the 
row. These are two 12-inch LP's l,on• With Jh•, which should do one down here ,nt the station has WIT.I program "BOB AND THE 
t!wt every one should have on their equally as well if not better. The been working l1ard to keep WIT.T BOYS." We'd aiso ··like to thank 
r<>eord shelves. brothers, _with this recording, suf- going right. Now we'd like to say Ferd for the fine j~b he did by pro-
Classically speaking, with the fer only, , from competing with a word about two of the people who ducing and difeeting the talent 
relase of t!1e Artur Rubenstein per- the~selves and their near fabulous have been working behind the fhow from the pinton House at 
formance of Rachmaninoff's Uha11- You. The boys give a top flight s.cenes. \Vl'!'J's Open House Celebration. 
so1ly on a Theme of Paganini, on a reading of the standard, soon to be , ,P.ick Owen. our new program di- Right now, Ferd is engaged in 
12-inch long playing disc, RCA featured in the upcoming film I ectur, is a senior and a Radio-TY teaching sportscasting to Freshmen 
adds interest to the album by cou- :·ahw Jlutiny. It's a beauty. r:.ajor. Last year he worked in the in the WITJ workshop instruction 
piing the Rachmaninoff work with She Was Fin! mul lie Was 'l'en, continuity department for WIT.J. classes. In conjunction with this, 
a Rubenstein special, the Symjlh• plus the tiipover, 'J'he ,Jones Hoy, When he graduates, he'd like to go he is giving them field practice by 
onie ('oncertante for l'iuno 111111 make the latest Decca recording by into writing or selling. As program taking them along to assist and ob-
Orchestra by Karol Szymanowski. the ::\lills Brothers a hot item. Both director, he is responsible for plan- ser\'I; in the recording of the Cor-
Rubenstein's performance and in- sides are due to draw a Jot of loot ning the programs that go out over nell-Ithaca basketball scrimmages. 
terpretation of the Rhapsody is in the jukes besides garnering a Jot WITJ, checking program quality ! .. en! is one of the handiest men at 
magnificent. He is accompanied by of spins by dj's. This is what one properly, and seeing that all func- \\ IT.I 
the Philharmonic Orchestra of calls a commercial record ... Jots tions connected with programming in future issues, this reporter 
London under the direction of of appeal all the way around. We operate smoothly. That's quite an will spotlight others in the Radio-
Walter Susskind, The Los Angeles lean toward The ,Jru1es Hoy on this assignment, and Dick has been han- TV iJPpartment, who deserve recog-
Philharmonic conducted by Lenord one ... a real bright and cheerful dling it competently, along with n,tion for their outstanding service 
Wallenstein accompanys Ruben- rhythm opus in a march tempo_ appearing on the air as an an- at the station. 
stein in a very brilliant reading of And of all the Strangers In Para. nounccr and newscaster. When :>;ow let's take a program profile 
t1,1e ·lesser known Szymanowski. (lls1• discs, the old smiling soul Nat questioned as to what he felt was of one of the WIT J productions. 
For the lovers of keyboard mu- "King" Cole seems to have the edge the most important among the ob- Produced by l•'erd Reinlieb and 
sic, f'o1umbia has captured Bach, on this fast moving record. Tony jectives of \VITJ, Dick said:' directed by Herb Burkhalter, "BOB 
Eandel, and . Scarlatti in the per- ~!artin also gives a very fine read- "The idea behind WITJ is to pro- AND THE BOYS" is one of the 
son of pianist Walter Giesiking, on ing to the key tune from the up- vide a training ground for all peo- station's feature productions. Star-
a 12-inch w:i.xing. Gieseking per- coming flick Kismet. Tony couples pie interested in radio, as well as ring Hob Lappan at the piano, ac-
forms Handel's The HurmeJJlus his "Stranger'' with the now past providing as much broadcasting of c,)n,panied by Frank Galemi on the 
Blucksmlth, Clavleruebung, Opus but still attractive "I Love Paris." public service value as possible." bass fiddle, Tony Allegretto on the 
1 by Bach, and five of Scarlatti's And if you haven't picked up on Dick's biggest project right now <11·ums, and featuring Eli Giordano 
short sonatas. a copy of Ertha Kitts' RC A Victor is the building of a half hour va- as , ocalist, "BOB AND THE BOYS" 
On the top side of the pops now recording of Snnta Huhy ... man riety show which will originate br:ug you renditions of your fa-
we find Ch Jleln Pa 1'11, l'lumglng ... hurry ... its really tops as far at the Reconstruction Home. When , 'Jrire popular and standard mu-
Partners, I {'an't Ilelle,·e You're In as this year's Christmas waxing it is ready to be put on the air, the si,•i,l favorites in trio style. You 
Lo,·e With Jle, Stranger ln 1'11n1- are concerned. A real cutie! series will be announced in this can hear them over WITJ on Tues-
D~nelli's 11The Man11 Is Next Play 
On College Stage; Jan. 20-23 
column. day ancl Thursday evenings from 
Ferd Reinlieb. also a senior, has 7: 30 to 7: 45 p.m. On Thursdays, it's 
"rP.quest time," so if you have a fa-
vorite song you'd like to hear, drop 
a card to "BOB AND THE BOYS," 
c/o WITJ, 10·1 W. Court St. Then 
again on Thursday night "BOB 
AND THE BOYS" return from 9: 00 
Newton High School in :\lass., 
where she also taught commercial 
courses in night school. :\Iiss Kon-
kle has taught commercial courses 
in Delehanty Institute in N.Y.C. 
and Penn Hall Junior College in 
Chambersburg, Pa. 
:'>Iiss Konkle, who has done grad-
uate work at Harvard and N.Y.U, 
received her :\I.A. in Business Edu-
cation from Columbia University in 
1951. 
During the summer months, :\Iiss 
Konkle accepts office positions. Be-
cause she loves to teach, however, 
and because she has the yen to hear 
the ringing bell, clanging type-
writers, and the scurrying o! feet 
she always comes back to her fa-
vorite occupation in the classroom. 
When asked about her hobbies, 
:i.Iiss Konkle smiled and said, "I 
love people. I love to teach, or 
course to read, to travel, and to at-
tend the theater. I have not been 
out of the country, but I have 
traveled from coast to coast." She 
enjoys watching baseball and ten-
nis and proudly announced she is 
a Yankee Fan. )liss Konkle enjoys 
all music with the exception or 
jazz and dixieland. She prefers the 
classic painters to the modern 
artists. 
"Do you have a comment on New 
York City, :\Iiss Konkle?" 
"Yes. To me, New York is inter-
Jsuiig, informational, educational 
alive, ''iind fascinating. A perfec~ 
place for'" escape. I don't like the 
hustle~bustle of the subway and I 
wi!J · "i1i1t stand in line for theatre 
tickets!" 
:'>!iss Konkle believes strongly 
in the coeducational system or 
learning and prefers the four year 
system. As compared to the girls in 
Junior College, :'>liss Konkle states 
that the students of l.C. have much 
more individual freedom. 
:'>liss Konkle enjoys living in 
Ithaca, "a friendly community," and 
of the IC students she says: 
"They are one of the finest, friend-
liest groups of young people l'vl' 
e\'er been associated with." 
Business Exec. 
Urges Stronger 
Lib. Arts Courses 
Because widespread concentra-
tion on technical training in our 
colleges not only endangers the de-
velopment of future industrial lead-
ers but also weakens the Unite,! 
States as a world leader, financial 
grants to colleges by industri: I 
corporations should be given il,-
creasingly for liberal arts pill· 
poses, or be made unconditionall~. 
This is suggested in a three-poiPt 
program offered by Gilbert I . 
Chapman, president of The Yale ·~ 
Towne :'>!anufacturing Company. 
Himself a graduate of the Ya·c 
University Sheffield Scientific 
School, :\Ir. Chapman makes .1 
strong plea to strengthen genera:-
ized, liberal arts education in a 
guest editorial published by TLe 
Saturday Review (Nov. 21st issud 
The Man, a suspenseful melodrama by Mel Danelli, will be 
directed by Mr. Charles Randall and presented Jan. 20-23 at 8:15 
p.rn. in the College Theater. 
In the leading role, Howard Wil-
certain that :\!rs. Gillis' life hangs 
by a thread. ton, the psychological case, is Jim 
Parisi. Playing opposite him is .Jo- Ruth, the niece of :\!rs. Gillis, is 
anne Deisig as the motherly )!rs. played by Sue Parkhill; :\Ir. Arm-
Gillis, who befriends him. strong is William Elliott; Doug is 
The plot concerns ··Mrs. Gillis, Richard Tedeschi; :\Ir. Stevens, 
who Jives alone in ,a large house Alec Englander; and :\Ir. Franks, 
and gives a job ~o Wilton. She no- WiJliam Alexander. 
aspirations as a director, and he 
has compiled much worthy experi-
ence toward this objective. Ferd is 
particularly noted at WITJ for the 
fine talent he has brought to the 
station over the years he has been 
here. In· 1951-52 he produced "THE 
EARL AND THE DUCHESS," a mu-
sical program, and "JA:\! SES-
SION," a half-hour of lively Dixie-
land. Then too, in 1952-53 he origi-
nated "CA:'>IPUS PLAYHOUSE" 
which was then based on the 
ETERNAL LIGHT series, and also 
produced many student originals. 
Last year, also, he brought in Dave 
Pfiefer and his "CLASSICAL KA-
LIDESCOPE," and was one of the 
student directors for WITJ's "AD-
VENTURE TRAILS," a fifteen min-
to 9: 30 p.m. with another half-hour as part of its special 16-page r,•-
of music for your entertainment, port on "Industry and the Liber,11 
and occassionally featuring guest Arts." This reflects the ideas pr~-
stars from the IC Department of sented by repreflentatives of bu,i· 
:\!usic. "BOB AND THE BOYS" is ness, education and journalism :it 
only one of the WITJ productions the recent College English Associa· 
that will merit mention in future tion Institute at the Corning Gla~s 
tices sometl1ing is wrong with the Technical director for 'l'he Jinn is 
boy and tries to' help him lose hjs :\Ir . .Jerry Cowan; scenic designer 
I I ' 1>ersecution c_ompJex. Then he be-1 George R. Hoerner; stage manager, 
comes suspicious of her: Even- Lois Near; and assistant stage 
tuully, after many incidents, it is manager, Edith Polhemus. 
columns. Center, Corning, N. Y. 
That is the news from WITJ, but Industry, )Ir. Chapman points out 
things are popping every day, and first, "will have to redefine job 
this reporter will keep you posted. qualifications for specialists" hY 
l\!eanwhile, here's hoping you'll broadening its employment stand-
"Tune to Talent" with WITJ-it's ards in hiring college seniors. In 
!11.7 on your F.:\I dial. · (Cont. on pade 3, col. 1) 
NOTICE THE ITHACAN Friday, December 11, 1953 3 Drama Dept. Rehearsing 'Shrew' 
For Children's Matinee Production 
As a contribution to the Children's Matinee Series, the Ithaca 
College drama department will_ pres<;nt Shakespe,1re's The Taming 
of the Shrew at Boynton J u1~1or High School on Sat., Feb. 6, at 
1: 30 p.m. and 3 :00 p.m. It will also be presented for the Cortland 
Community Players on Tuesday, April 13, at Cortland. 
In the future all Bnglish majon; 
are requested to have conferences 
with their English Jll"OfeHsors for 
the purpose of discussing changes 
madl in the requirements of Enp;-
ll;h majors. 
Scampers of 54 On Assembly Line; 
Scripts,. Music Pol.Cring In Rapidly 
\Yith the deadline for scripts less than 24 hours away, and 
opening night a scant 67 davs awav, the irears have final!\" rncshcd 
-the wheel of Scampers '5.J.° are tu~i1ing. "' · 
Under the direction of Eugene Try-outs for the show will hr show. 
held next Wedne~day and Thurs- :'\ow the hard work i.;tarts. the 
day, DPc. 16 and Ii. and, a<"eordini.; days we"ll Hee the linishP<l procluc-t 
to the Scampers <:ommittec. the routine of rehearsals. In ju~t Iii 
easting will bp completed and the -S<"ainpers '54. 
ll. Wood, the production will be 
played to the 11Iausible limit of 
farce in hopes that the children 
will have a favorable introduction 
to Shakes1icare. 
The production stars Lloyd '.\Ieek-
er as the masterful Pctruchio, and 
Paula Kleinman and Jud)· Shaler 
will alternate as the very te111per-
mental Kate. Also double-cast are 
:\Iona Bizzarri and Babette Count 
as Bianca, Katharine's sister. 
by Dick Tedeschi dire<"ton; chosen before the < "h rist-
Frer!~h Play Set 
The rest of the cast, which wil 
attempt to bring out all of the 
comedy in Shakes11eare includes: 
Dill Wheeler, Donald Pultz, Harold 
Fletcher, .James Hashim, Robert 
Dclfance, Sonya :\!orris, Jose Po-
lansky, William Alexander, James 
;llcKenna, Patricia Ackerman, Ver-
non Hinkle, Willett Silvernail, :\lal-
com Ga!atz, Thomas '.\!onsell, Jerry 
Rachmiel, Dick Tedeschi, and Jack 
:Holcomb. Lew Dale 
Lew Dale was the first bookie I 
had ever met. All the mental asso-
ciations that I had been building Business Exec. • • 
(Continued from page 2) 
• up concerning bookies were dis-
pensed with when I actually met 
one. And Lew Dale is a bookie. 
this connection, )Ir. Chapman says 
"there is need for a movement 
away from extreme to a middle-
ground of less specialized techni-
cians and more educated special-
ists." He added that in this move-
ment, "the university's staunchest 
ally will be industry's top man-
agerial group.'' 
Secondly, he suggests that indus-
try itself provide its newly hired 
Lew Dale is Canadian born in 
Toronto, Ontario. He went to Nia-
gara FaI!s High School for five 
years. Now, this is not because Lew 
is exceptionally dumb; everybody 
in Canada goes to high school for 
five years. In high school, Lew was 
a member of the track and football 
teams. He confides, "I was a bitter 
flop in both." 
-~ 
,.. 
' ~· 
"' 
.. -"': 
Marlene Schmidt 
mas rc<:ess. 
At last '.\londay's meetinµ; there 
WPrc several more scripts turned 
in :1long with ·I new show tunes . 
Veteran J.C. shown:an T. WaltPr 
Carlin. who has had a hand in past 
Fen Year-end By 
Community Players 
SeaIIIJ>ers. says that the material llinµ- 'lfoun<I tlu, )Je.011 written by 
he has seen so far is " .... good Francp's conten)Jiorary playwright. 
stuff" and " ... <·an really be .Jean Anouilh, translated hy t'hris-
workecl into :1 hit show." toJ)hPr Fry, will be performed by 
:\lore mmiic and sc:ripts are in the Ithaca l 'omI1Iunity Players, 
production and are expeete<l to Dec. 28 to .Jan. 2. 
make it in under the deadline of Amon.; those of Itnaca ('olle.o;c 
Sat.. Dec. 12. From now to opening who will do their bit in the pro-
night the show will be workini:: on duction of this holiday play are: 
a pretty tight time schedule. Snipts :\!rs. Blodgett, member of the En!!;-
wil! have to be rewritten. music lish Department at J.C., who is 
will have to be arranged, the or- stage manager; Genevieve Zahrt. 
chestra will have to rehearse and LC. graduate of the class of '52, 
records of the dance music will who is assisting scene designer, 
'.\larlene Schmidt is in the Drama have to be cut for the directors and Frank Conboy; and Gerry Cowan, 
Department. She is a wonderful ac- choreographers to work from. who is in charge of lighting. 
tress. Those of you who watched Several other major productions Hing 'Round the JJoon, a char-
her create a nostalgia-provoking are scheduled for early spring ade with music, rings with gaiety 
:\!rs. :\filler in .\h Wllderness will which will probably cut down re- when :\Iadam Desmermortes, played 
readily verify this. hearsal time for Scampers, but if by Ruth Altmann, goes to the bot-
:\Iarlene's roles at Ithaca College the same spirit prevails that was tom of the love complications of 
were: :\!rs. Paddy in ('urlous Su,·- shown in recent Scamper meetings, her twin nephews, played by David 
age, :\!rs. :\Iichleham in The Old that won't seriously affect the Talbot. 
Lndy Shows Her Jlednls, :\!rs. Rad-
fern in l,11b11rnum Grol"e, :\!rs. Dud-
geon in The ne,·U's l)Jsclple, Phae-
dra in mp1,1yt.us, and the previous- First American Carol Is Featured 
Iy mentioned :\!rs. :\!iller of Ah, 
l\"llderness ! 
Last year :\larlene was an active 
In Annual Christmas Choir Concert 
college graduates with further Then Lew was accepted at Ith-
technical knowledge necessary for aca College, and he began his participant in Short Story Radio 
specialized occupations. This could freshman year as a busines stu- Theatre on WIT J. For the past 
be provided, he says, during the dent. In the middle of the follow- three years, she has been active 
early years of emn!o,.,,nent either ing year, Lew decided· that busi- S f 1 
The Ithaca College Choir under the direction of Prof. 'Donald 
Bube will present its Christmas program in the College Theater 
Wed., Dec. 16, at 8: 15 p.m. 
Opening the concert will be 
.\ngelus iul Pust-Ores, a motet for 
Christmas by Sweelinck. The next 
number, ('hrist was llorn on ('hrlst-
mas Hay, arranged by Katharine 
Davis. has a solo to be sung by 
Diana Benbow. 
,, ' in , l'llmpers. (Last year, :\ ar enc 
by actual experience or through ness was not for him. Radio was. 
post graduate courses sponsored by And lie gwitehed. 
the companies themselves. Since then Lew has done much 
In calling for unconditional or work in radio. both here, through 
liberal arts grants, :\Ir. Chapman WITJ. and in Can~da during the 
was the Scnr1111;!}' scrip coordina-
tor.) Last summer she worked at 
:\lalden Bridge Playhouse. 
But :l!arlene is not confined to 
observed that much of the $60,- summers. Of \VIT.T he is Station theatre. As a sophomore, she served 
000,000 given Inst year to colleges :\tanager and was Program Direc-
as secretary of Westminster Hall. 
and universities by industrial cor- tor last year. Some time ago, on 
porations was earmarked for tech- the way up, he was the college The following year, she represent-
nical training or research. radio station Sports Director. cd the junior speech. !3-nd liberal 
There was general agreement at Also at IC, Lew is a member of arts girls in. W.C.C. ,She is also 
the College English Association In- Student Council and vice president student advisor and student coun-
stitute that the recent trend of cil representative for W.C.C. :\lar-
of Delta Kappa. He was chairman 
Jene has been secretary of Theta 
of the last Fall Weekend. 
Alpha Phi for two years and now 
Lew has worked at CHVC in Nia- is photography editor of the ('ay-
gara Falls. Ontario, and at station 
Il~'"llll. Also, she }ms been doing 
CKTB in St. Catherines. dramatic therapy work at the Can-
1'ow, Lew works part time at andaigua Veterans Hospital. 
the Rural Radio Network in Ithaca. 
CHRISTMAS VACATION 
Begins at Noon 
FRI., DEC. 8, 1953 
Classes Resume 
at 8:00 A.M. 
MON., JAN. 4, 1954 
,Jesons Ahntonhla is generally 
considered to be the first American 
Christmas Carol. The words were 
taken originally from the Huron 
Indian language. The work has 
been arranged by Gardner Read, 
who studied with Aaron Copland 
and has received many prizes and 
fellowships for his c•om1iositions. 
The alto solo in the work will be 
sung by Joanne :l!anwiller. 
ThC" Holly Tree rurol, arranged 
by '.\larryott, will be next on the 
program. Following this, the choir 
will sing Corne Ye Slle11herds, ar-
ranged by Louis Saar. 
rewer and fewer students majoring 
in the fields of English and other 
liberal arts courses, choosing in-
stead engineering and other "prac-
tical" subjects that command 
higher immediate rewards in the 
employment market, holds many 
dangers for our national culture, 
•>Ur industry and the young people 
now entering adult life. It was 
nointed out that industry itself has 
,timulated the "scramble to take 
:ourses in 'practical' subjects" be-
,·ause of the overwhelming empha-
,is it has placed in hiring promis-
•ng technical specialists rather than 
.. eniors with a general cultural edu-
And there is that bookie bit he does 
on the side. He books dance bands. S.A.I. Fund Increased By Proceeds of Fashion Show; 
Sorority Busy As 15 Are Pl.edged; Dance Plans Made 
The men of the choir will sinp; 
(;od l!est. "\"(•, arranged by :l!r. \Var-
ren Benson. a member of the Ith-
aca College Faculty. 
l•'our motets by Poulenc will ·be 
,·ation. 
Business leaders who took part 
111 the discussions at Corning who 
:·re substantially represented in the 
~pecial Saturday Review report in-
dude: Courtney C. Brown, assis-
tant to the chairman of the board 
of the Standard Oil Company (New 
Jersey); William G. Caples, vice 
Preslc:lent, The Inland Steel Com-
!>any; Albert J. Hickerson, vice 
!>resident and director of foreign 
trade, The Socony-Vacuum Oil 
<'ompany; Frederic E. Pa.mp, the 
American Management Association; 
Julian Street, .Tr., United States 
~tee! Corporation; and William H. 
Whyte, Jr., assistant managing edi-
tor of Fortune Magazine. 
Academic leaders Include: Car-
ter Davidson, president of Union 
College, Schenectady; John Ciardl, 
The applied music exams 
will be held Tues. and Wed., 
Jan. 12-13. Those required to 
take the exams should check 
in the :\!usic Building where 
the schedule will be posted. 
/ 
lecturer in English, and Francis 
Fergusson, professor of English, 
Rutgers University; Alvin C. Rur-
lch, vice president, The Fund for 
the Advancement of Education; 
Howard Lee Nostrand, chairman 
department of Romance Languages 
and Literature, University of Wash-
ington; and Elmer E. Schattschnei-
der, professor of government, \'ves-
leyan University. 
Sigma Alpha Iota's active and patroness members held a com-
1ierformed. The choir will sing Tlw bined party and fashion show \Ved. ev.cning, Dec. 2 in the lodge room 
of the :llasonic Temple. All the fashions presented were donated by the Yiririn's t'radll" llymn, by Rubbra. 
T.rrll•, 'r.rrlow, Tyrl(', Tyrlow by 
Bax for men's voices will. be done 
Edith Grant Shop. 
The proceeds were turned over to 
the S.A.I. I:ounclation which serves 
as a vehicle for the acceptance of 
,;oluntary girts from members and 
non-members to give scholarships 
to worthy students of music. 
S.A.l.'s formal Christmas dance. 
the Holly Hop, will be held at 
the house on Sat., Dec. 12 from 
10 p.m. until 2 a.m. 
TheW!~~~r~rilie~mm~ 
music fraternity are: Jean Butler, 
Claire Capitanio, Nelle Doak, Lois 
Greiner, Rosalyn Harris. Nancy 
Havens, Corinne Kinchar, Betty 
Kolakowski, Janet Rosenberger, 
Judy Shappert, Clarice Spaulding, 
Barbara Stevens, Ann Stickel. 
Carla Thompson, and Laci Wash-
burn. 
Dinner Committee 
Backs Essay Award 
Lo-How .\ Uose, and a p;roup of 
William for women's voices and 
N1•.w Is the Time of ('hrlstymus by 
familiar carols are inclined on the 
11rogram. The closing number will The ,J. B. '.\!atthews Testimonial 
Dinner Committee announces a cash be .\ileste Filfolls. 
award of $500 for the best essay on 
"Communism and Academic F'ree-
dom," written by an underp;raduatc announced on :\!ar. 1. 1954 .. 
student of an American college or Judges of the award will be 
uni\·ersity. George E. Sokolsky, Eugene Lyons, 
Ralph de Toledano, and E. :\!errill 
Root. 
Essays must be limited to two 
thousand words or less and sub-
mitted not later than I•'eb. 1, 1~54. 
All manuscripts must be typewrit- :\!anuscrlpts should be malled to 
ten. Only original es~nys will he the )latthews Awa1·d Editor, The 
(~onshlen•1J. American :llercury, 11 East 36th 
The winner of the award will be Street, New York 16, New York. 
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Worse Than Before? 
By Hal Fletcher 
II 
by Jim Hashim 
The funnies are getting unfun- ZARDS! ! ! This phrase might well 
nier all the time. (With the ex- be an indication that Annie has de-
The world today is cc:nfrontcd not merely with an inability 
to disagree, but with a great difficulty in agreeing to disagree and 
live in peace. Basically, this is because of the communist crusade 
aiming at a world sweep, carried on with a technique that des-
troys good faith and respect which in other days has existed 
even between enemies. 
Compare with the warfare of today, the dynastic wars of 
Europe in the 18th Century were like games. Nations went to 
war without any idea of delivering a knockout blow. They aimed 
at nothing more than a decision on points, which would give 
them some county-sized border province, or enable their king's 
grandson to succeed to the vacant throne of another country, 
instead of a rival. 
ceJ)tion of Pogo-he's cute.) Read-
ing the comics today is not the lei-
(!("ES'l'i:0~: Little boy (or girl), r.urely J)astime it once was. Today 
lerium tremens; perhaps she stays 
boozed UJJ during the week and is 
c,nly sober on Sundays. 
Today we have not only an uncompromising division between 
communism and the free world, with the whole world as the prize, 
but apparently irreconcible differences in areas where communism 
does not figure. Along with communism, our era features an ex-
traordinary surge of nationalism, of tribal consiousness and urge 
to break old ties. 
what would you like Santa Claus it's a chore. Take Dick Tracy for 
to bring you for Christmas'! examJ)le. The general story out-line 
never changes, but the charact!)rs 
clo-and these only as far as J)hysi-
cal apJ)earance. Dick solves every 
H1n·e Sass: I'd crime the same way. He makes a 
like Santa .to bring J)laster cast of everyone's feet, gets 
me a car, some the fingerJ)rints off a gun that has 
money, and a girl. been soaked in oil for three or four 
Hill Wlteeler: 
months, calls Sam Catchem on his 
half-a-dozen-way radio, gets the 
signal on his two-way ear muffs, 
and takes off in hot pursuit of the 
crir~inal. He usually doesn't make 
it in time and the desperado flings 
,~nnie Rooney walks away with 
the honors, though. This little girl 
is sc good, .;o pure, so sweet, so 
u·llouched by human hands that 
the aura of virtue she exudes is 
uirrngh to make one sick. Annie 
Roouc~ has a dog too. Annie Roo-
ne} 's dog is named Zero. Zero runs. 
Zero plays. Zero jumps. (Zero is the 
scroungiest looking mutt, outside 
of Sandy, that I have ever laid eyes 
on.j Annie, beset with troubles on 
every side, with a shady past dog-
ging her every footsteJ), struggles 
valiantly on doing good work. Bless 
The notion that such devices as the airplane, by bringing 
men closer together would make them love one another more has 
so far worked out as on~ of those pipe dreams that look 'good on 
pap1;r. Of course, it may well be argued that benefits hoped for 
from improved communications have not been given a fair 
chance to develop. Airplanes do not cross a frontier that has been 
sealed, and it is still possible to keep a nation isolated in ignorance 
and hate. 
HAIR!!! himself out of a window sometimes us all, everyone. landing on Sam's convertible or With Smiling .Jack, I am always 
sliding down a flag J)Ole-with the looking at the other side of the 
pole through his middle. (This is sheet in an attempt to discover 
good for the kiddies. Gives them a Downwind's other half. (Who 
healthy out-look.) With the aid of knows-maybe he's smiling too.) 
the ('rlmesto1111er's 'fexthol'.k the Please, '.\Ir. Zack '.\losley, give 
It's In Our Hands 
The old man trudged into the cafeteria. It was the usual time 
of afternoon for him to stop for a snack. He noticed, as he sat down, 
the three college students sitting at the table next to him, but his 
paper commanded his attention for the moment. When he finished 
the news, he leaned over to the students' table and asked them if 
they cared to read it; they accepted it, thanking him. He was in a 
mood to talk, there weren't many people to talk to now, and since 
they seemed like nice young people, he started to talk abo':lt one of 
the political celebreties written about in that day's lead story and 
how he had known him when he was a youngster. They listened 
attentively, and soon he was telling them of his views on life, how 
he was a historian of people; how he didn't care how a man voted 
if he voted for what he believed in; how he had been in World 
Hob GI o ,. er: I 
just mailed my an-
' nual letter to old 
St. Nick, and told 
him that I would 
like to have: not 
a car, not money, 
not a girl, but a 
new report card. 
Wars I and II and that he was ready if his country called him again. "'~l~e=r=ry!:· 3::;..._..d/llS!l 
He told them America was too great a country to be destroyed and ~ 
that nothing was too good to be sacrificed to save it and make it a 
better place to live in. He said that it was up to them, the young 
people, to do the job, that his generation had done what they could 
and were willing to help all they could as long as they were around. 
When he left, the girl had tears in her eyes, the two boys, 
lumps in their throats; all three had warm feelings inside. The girl 
said, "He was a historian of men, while we're only historians of 
politics. He believes in life, real life, and I believe in him. You know 
he makes me feel that life is worth fighting for, people are worth 
fighting for, that we, the young generation can do somethhing 
about the world." The two boys nodded in agreement. 
The old man ambling along on the street thought to himself 
"They were nice young kids. Yup, I think they'll do all right." 
Worth A Try? 
( 'arolyn ()llssis• 
s I JI 11 i) Parkman: 
Waal, bein' a true 
southon belle, ah 
believe that ah'd 
lak Santa to bring 
me some snow. 
Jlnry June :Ses-
ter: I wish he'd 
bring me a new 
field hockey stick. 
I broke mine in the 
Cornell game. 
..... , 
···1· .. .. 
~ -~~ ' 
reader usually is able to solve the 
case long before Dick does. If you 
don't think that Tracy is square, 
study his head sometime. 
Orphan Annie is another sad sit-
uation. She has been wearing the 
same moldy dress for the past thir-
ty-five years. No wonder she doesn't 
have a friend in the world-except 
for the cruddy mutt that is always 
at her heels - LEAPIN' LIZ-
Downwind a face. 
The content of Al Capp's famous 
strip has all the subtlety of a 
sauerkraut sandwich. It is soggy 
and stringy with contemporary 
satire. O!r. Capp makes a buck!) 
The saddest part of all is that 
now these characters are going to 
leap from the printed J)age in 3-D! 
When the Schmoos start filling the 
room, it's time to ... EXIT. 
by Jerry Usdane 
I defy you to read the following 
without feeling ashamed. Here is 
undeniable J)roof of our culture's 
decadence. We are all effected by 
th(' intellectual level of our society 
and at present this level has fallen 
to a low and dangerous point. 
The following is quoted from an 
article by Will Leonard in the Au-
gust issue of "Downbeat" '.\!aga-
~.ine. 
'''.\luslc we always used to think, 
:n our old-fashioned way, was 
~()mething to be listened to. Now 
we're not too sure. Some of the best 
selling music on records seems to 
b<' designed for everything except 
li:ilfc'lling. It's meant to be talked 
about, to be exercised to, to ac-
company wooing, even to be slept 
through." 
After that anything was J)ossible. 
The '.\!elachrino men will plunge 
into psychotherapy this autumn 
with, "'.\lusic to Help You Sleep" 
(including "Some Enchanted Eve-
ning," "People Will Say We're In 
Love" and "Love Sends a Little 
Gift of Roses") The boys who deco-
rate the albums must be kidding, 
for the cover girl is a photogenic 
lass in J)ajamas, looking a pros-
J)ective record buyer in the eye with 
an animated eXJ)ression that doesn't 
invoke drowsiness. 
CaJ)itol has "'.\loods for Candle-
light" in which Francis Scott's or-
chestra strives to abet young ladies 
seeking to lure their gentlemen 
friends into snuggling on a sofa. 
The logical steJ) after "music you 
can ignore" is "music that bores 
You." RCA will take a step in that 
Recently this editor, together with an entire class composed 
of Drama, Speech, and Radio majors, had the opportunity to sit 
in on a class in which all the members were students of the School 
of Music. Although the subject being taught, I believe was History 
of Music, it was completely foreign to practically all the vistors to 
the class room, it was evident that these outsiders, almost without 
exception, were thoroughly and completely absorbed with the 
subject matter of that particular hour. This was true in spite of 
the fact that Bach's St. A1atthew's Passion oratorio has little of 
nothing to do with Shakespeare's A/ acbeth or Edward R. Murrow's 
Woo 11 y: Quote, 
"Shall I tell him?" 
di·ection this season when it is-
Having compiled a hit for RCA-
Victor with "'.\lusic for Dining," the 
'.\lelachrino Strings went on to re-
laxation. Then they fiddled forth sues a medley in which Arthur 
another platter of old favorites- Fiedler and the Boston Pops play, -unquote. 
f Can Hear ft Now. Lois Grlener: I'd 
Sitting in that Room D. I began to wonder why no one ever like Santa to bring 
thought of doing this before. Why hadn't a group of music stu- me one of th0se red 
d I h h b and white costumes dents ever sat in Studio. A uring a c ass ouur and ear a out 
h f f h d k he always wears. Marconi, Westing ouse, or De orrest; or I? group o P y E s. ta e 
h h I Why"! I just can't 
this one became "'.\luslc for Read- among other things, selections from 
ing." The front cover of this album "Finlandia," Beethoven's Fifth Sym-
bore a J)icture, in color, of a beau- phony, Schuberts "Unfinished" and 
- tiful girl, who didn't have the Tchaikowsky's "\Yaltz of The F!ow-
stamJ) of the intellectual on her ers." 
countenance, smiling hapJ)ilY as she 
browsed through a weighty tome 
while the gramaphone droned at 
her side. 
It will be called "Classical '.\lusic 
for PeoJ)le Who Hate Classical '.\lu-
sic''-and it probably will sell a 
million copies. 
t eir plac~s in t e Green Room and hear a I about Stanislavski, 
and Boleslavski? sociate with them the meaning the to look up words and retain, at 
Ithaca College is uninue in that it offers its students special- author has chosen. However, that least temporarily, their meanings. 
~ ili~ d ized courses in the field of study each wishes to pursue. At the oes not help those who are handi- It results in frequent reJ)etltion of 
same time few people realize the opportunities we have to learn, --------------- capJ)ed in reading, those who were the work, and as a rule the stu-
or at least become exposed to, material outside the immediate not taught in school even the fun- dent iR still at a loss as to the pro-
scope of individual concentration. .f!eitM /o tl,,e CJ.i/oJi damentals of dictionary usag~. Col- nunciation of some of the words. 
Why not take advantage of our endless opportunities? Can lege faculties have assumed the in- Results of tests of adult educa-
we, the students, encourage members of the faculty to arrange I have for some time exJ)ressed coming students to have well-de- tion program of the City C"'ollege of 
certain hours during which we can visit our school mates and see the belief and the necessity of a ve!oJ)ed vocabularies but such are New York show that the average 
just where their interests lie as they are learning? vocabulary building course in Ith- exceptions, not the rule. adult has a vocabulary which is 
In addition, the so-called barrier that has been set up be- aca College. It should be a required If students do not know the barely one-and-one-half times as 
subject of at least 2 hour credit. 1~ea 1· f d th t I ti t f I "Id f t tween the different departments would very definitely be torn " 1 mg O wor s ey canno re- arge as 1a o a c n o en. 
down through the new understanding created by this move. The need of a good vocabulary in ceive further education conveyed I am convinced that a vocabular)· 
business is far greater than anyone in words. The communication be- building course should be taught 
rea_dily admits. tween teacher and PUIJII, between in all colleges ~nd universities. \VP 
Miss Styles Plans Recital 
I ' ' ' 
:\liss Ann Styles, J)iano and vocal 
teacher in Ithaca. will give a stu-
dents' recital in the Ithacit'Toliege 
Theater on Dec.·,21. 
~he J)rogram wiJ~--consit!t. of var-
ied .vocal and instrumental selec-
t1,J ,:JI 
tions of Christmas Carols, classical, 
and modern J)ieces. They will be 
perforn:ed by 30 students, whose 
~ges range from ~ ' to 16. 
For the past five years :\liss 
Stiles. has_ ,l;w~n. giving her semi-
annual recitals at the College 
Theater. , All , , J)et·formances are 
~ii~n to 1i~;·en°tS and friends. 
Recently, there has been data the author and the reader, may at must make avaijable all the im-
released which brin,gs out the fact times be limited and. thereby ob- portant tools that a student need,; 
that many college failures are scuring or losing the information to do a good job expected of him in 
tra~ed . to limited vocabularies of entirely. college and in every day life. That 
·the students. We must admit that The dictionary ,habit, has it limi- tool is words-whether in reading. 
people· who read abundantly and tations be~gui,e .colleg~ students \l(ritlng. or thinking-withou_t,.them 
who. have develoJ)ed a good reading cannot take- time to ·lot>k· .'Ill un- we cannot compete with those who 
uablt do have larger vocabular.les familiar words that come up in all excell· in undeveloped fields .. , .• , _ , 
and recognize many words and as- assignments. It is a strenuous task JOHN F. OCI~A Y 
by Martin J. Shannon 
:/) IU:i,,naUca,/J'f 
Spea,/un9 I 
by Bob Belfance 
How many times have people 
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by Olga Wolfe 
It seems that in this modern day and age there arc fewer and 
rcwer occurrences capable of provoking the rightful indignation of 
:he American public. Happenings that, 20 years ago, would have 
;ecmcd scandalous and downright sacrcligious to American Dc-
11ocracy arc today being shrugged off by a John Q. who can only 
mutter an apathetic, "Oh, well." 
laughed when you told them you On :.\Ion. evening, Dec. 7, at 8: 15 I their ))Oise, control, ]lacing, and 
were studying drama? If my per- P.:.\I. in the College Theatre, the' intelligence, throughout the per-
sonal experience is the same as Drama Department of Ithaca Col- formances. 
This impassive attitude is epitomized in the recent war in 
Korea and in the "peace" talks that arc still going on. Twenty years 
·1go an enraged American public would have been up in arms, or at 
;cast up, at the thought of outrageous atrocities committed against 
\merican soldiers by an enemy. An now comes this deliberate bick-
:ring and stalling on the part of that enemy and a program of ap-
Jeasemcnt and "peace at any price" on the pa'rt of U.S. In gaining 
'Jigness of wealth and industry, have we sacrificed bigness of heart 
md spirit? 
Any small business man in the country can tell you that when 
rhe price he has to pay for an item exceeds the price which he can 
sell it for, then it is of absolutely no gain for him to carry the item. 
The same way with peace. When the price of peace is so high that 
we must sacrifice democratic principles and ideals to attain it, then 
it is of absolutely no value. It is ridiculous to think that the world 
would profit by a peace based on stringent concessions and appease-
ments. 
Sharing the headlines with the Panmunjon peace talks was a 
choice little item on an ex-president of the United States being sub-
poenaed to appear before a government investigation committee. 
The name of that committee is the House UN-AMERICAN AC-
TIVITIES Committee. Does it seem possible that a man who has 
been popularly elected by the. people to the ?ffice of_ t~~ Unite_d 
States could conceivably be gmlty of un-Amencan act1V1t1es? If 1t 
is possible, then I would say t~at we ar~ in dire !le~d of sweeping 
reforms in our method of electmg a president. If 1t 1s not possible, 
then isn't it "un-Republiacn" activities that they mean? Or perhaps 
it's just a big noise to drown out the cheering of Democratic cele-
brants after their recent victories in New York and New Jersey. 
For treason, a man may hang. For being a political scapegoat, a 
man may become a martyr. 
· Regardless of personal and political leanings, it's something to 
think about. 
youi"i:, quite a few times. Why does lege, presented its opening night .Jim Hashim ]Jrojected an indi-
this aiways happen? Is it odd for ]ler[ormance of William Shakes- vidually well planned, understand-
a pen,on with imagination to want )leare's )Jad1eth, under the direc- ing. intelligent, verbally, exuberant, 
to create? tion of Eugene R. Wood. interpretation uf the dominated 
People say how foolish it is for As a member of the opening :l!acbeth. Juan Staub was a regal, 
one to study drama. These people night audience, I was one of a. for the most part dominantly 
think that you waste four years heterogeneous group, composed strong, Lady :\lac.beth, and em-
chasing a rainbow. They pomt out predominately of various visiting ployed intelligent, clear use of 
th:it only six per cent of Actor's 111,,:. school youngsters, who dis- voice production. Lloyd :.\leeker 
Equity is employed, and that the played, thrc-'":?:h use of verbal portrayed a sensitive, understand-
av,!rage income per actor per year whistles, hisses, askance remarks, ing :.\Iacduff. Robert 13elfance was a 
is $890. There are other arguments and general restlessness, a., out- convincing Banquo. A special men-
also. The "either ya got it or ya ward adolescent misunderstanding t!o1> to :.\!arilyn Ka]llan for project-
ain't" theory is one frequently of Jfacbetlt and theatre ethics. ing warmth, ~inc<>rity and depth in 
:;sed. The exponents of this theory To this re· 1wer the overall pro- her scene as Lady :.\lacUuff , 
t.Jieve that one can act without duction lac:_/d the flowing unitive A note of mention to .James :.\!c-
,:tudy or training; that by just quality netessary to capture un- Kenna as the Porter, James Parisi 
goiH!;" out on a stage and saying divided audience attention. I at- as :.\lalcolm, and Bill Wheeler as 
lines that they automatically be- tribute this effect, in part, to rapid Duncan. 
come an actor. short scenes with closed traveler The treacherous dueling scene 
Another argument, a sane one follow-ups, during which time the between :llacduff and :.\lacbeth was 
this time, is the question of secur- andil'nce faced an occupied area in well staged and authentically ex-
ity. Acting, they say, is one of the front of a black traveler, "sprin- ~cuted by Hashim and :\leeker. 
nH,st insecure professions in the kled" with overhead lighting. Had The appearance of Banquo's 
world. All of these arguments have there been less silent time ela]lses, ghost in the banquet scene was 
been hashed, re-hashed, and gener- more unification between scenes, clever, effective, and swiftly carried 
ally thrown around for years, yet audible mood and tie-in music, with out. 
we still have thousands of people a more subtle use o[ lighting, this Costumes were colorful and au-
who want to become actors and ac- unitive production quality might thentic. The set was designed by 
tresses. more readily have been projected. George Hoerner and technical di-
Wanting to be an actor is a hard Working under these obvious rection for the show was executed 
thing to explain. It is something technical difficulties and playing by Gerald Cowan. The production 
that you feel inside, that little with the prevalent audience reac- will be presented at S: 15 P.:.\I. in 
s 1iark that wants to. burst into tion aforementioned, the cast, as the College Theatre :.\Ion. through 
lll'C. 11, f'ri. 
:m1cbeth 
flame. Perhaps it's just a wanting a grou)l. diligently maintained Sat. evenings. 
to be heard. I really don't know 
II 
1
.Vhen you. sit in a dressing room I 
with make-up on and costume a1 -
ra'1ged, you hear the noises of the 
backstage crew, the audience com-
ing- in, a dynamic sensation courses 
Ithacan Staff :.\leeting 
Dramatic Readings 
llec. 12, Sat. 
:.'Uacbeth 
Basketball, Cornell ,·. Colgate 
Wrestling, Cornell v. Lehigh 
Russian movies: 
The Stone Flower 
The Lune's Necklace 
Ile<'. 13, Sun. 
Sage Christmas Concert 
Choral Concert 
llN·. 1-1, )lon. 
8:15pm 
3:00pm 
S:OOpm 
8:15pm 
~:15pm 
2:30pm 
7:15pm 
4:00pm 
S: 15pm 
( "allege Theatre 
Ithacan Office 
Willard Straight Hall 
( ·allege Theatre 
Barton Hall 
Old Armory 
,vmard Straight Hall 
Sage Chapel 
Congregational Church 
Old Fashioned Party 
Claude Rains 
7: 30pm-10: 30pm 
8:00pm 
Cayuga House 
Bailey Hall 
Ile<·. 1;;, Tue. 
Newman ('Jub 
I•'ormal :.\lusical 
Basketball, IC v. Utica 
Frosh game 
7::Wpm 
S: 15pm 
8:15pm 
6:30pm 
Rm 22, Annex 
College Theatre 
Seneca Gym 
Seneca Gym 
Ill'<', 16, Wed. 
IDEO 
Christmas Program 
Basketball, Cornell v. Harvard 
llN·. 18, Fri. 
Christmas Yacation 
,Tan. 4, Jlon. 
Instruction Resumed 
,Tan. ;;, Tue. 
13asketball, Cornell v. Columbia 
.Jm1. 9, Sat. 
7:00pm 
S: l5pm 
8:15pm 
12noon 
8:00am 
8:15pm 
:\len's Lounge 
College Theatre 
13arton Hall 
Barton Hall 
Fireside Concert 9: 00pm-12midnight Willard Straight Hall 
13asketball, Cornell v. Brown 8: 15pm Barton Hall 
,Tan. 10, Sun. 
:.\lusic Recital 
,Tan. 12, Tue. 
Jeannie Toure! 
Basketball, Cornell v. Columbia 
,Ian. 13, WNl. 
S:15]lm 
S:00]lm 
8:15pm 
College Theatre 
Bailey Hall 
Barton Hall 
Chinese Auction 
GE V. Frosh 
7:00pm-10:30]lm College Theatre 
G::lOpm Boynton .Jr. High School 
IC v. Wilkes S: 15 Boynton Jr. High School 
ALU MN I LISTS rected mailing tile. For the best times available, 
:\!rs. Carl Vail, the Alumni Sec- please stop in and see :.\lrs. Vail in 
retary wishes to extend an invita- the Alumni Office, located in the 
tion to all sororities and fraterni- southwest corner of the Annex. 
ties to check, t)Jeb·. alumni mailin~ 
lists against ,\nose In, the Alumni ~once rt Band In Syracuse 
Office. 
Each .. organization . is ~sked . to 
send tw~ representatives from its 
group to go over the files in the 
Alumni office where the compari-
sons must t~ke place. This is to 
1'he Concert Band left Fri. morn-
ilJg. Dec. _4, to play at the meeting 
of the New York ·state Sqhool :'>!u-
sic Association in Syracuse. En-
route to Syracuse the'" band pre-
enable both parties to have a cor- sented a program at the Homer 
through your body! Two little girls were busily dis- ter, .Jones, got a weak stomach?" 
Maybe this sounds "corny," or cussing their fan1ilies. "Hell, no," said .Tones, "I'm 
"hammy," but who has not felt the "Why does your Grandmother throwing it as far as the others." 
great thrill of opening night, the read the Bible so much?" asked • • • 
audience out there laughing or cry- one. The man with the little black 
ing with them? And when the show "I think." said the other little bag knocked at the front door of 
is over, no matter what anyone girl, "she's cramming for her fin- a large dilapidated house. 
mys, if you gave it all you had, als." "Come in, come in," said the 
y·,u can go home knowing that if • • • father of fourteen children, "and 
Idealist: "I'm looking for an old I sure hope you're the piano tuner." o:1ly one person felt you were 
good, it was a job well done. fashioned girl who doesn't drink, 
Actors are the nuttiest people, smoke, or neck, or stay out late at 
they say; and maybe they're right, night, or use makeuJ)." 
but they are a pretty happy bunch Friend: "Why?" 
• • • 
Teacher: "Johnny, do you wish 
to leave the room?" 
.Johnny: "Well, I'm not hitch-
hiking!'' 
-that is "dramatically speaking" 
Jap Coeds Shocked; 
Cannot Face Bare 
Facts Of Tokyo 
• • • 
"So you desire to become my son- . .. . 
in-law?" "I represent :.\lountain CheaJ) 
"No, I don·t, but if I marry your Wool Company," began the snappy 
daughter I don't see how I can young man, "would you be in-
get out of it." terested in coarse yarns?" 
• • • "Gosh. yes," breathed the girl 
Little boy: "Why do men have hoJ)efully. "Tell me a couple." 
hair on their chests?'' • • • 
:.\!other: "Well. they can't have 
TOKYO, :.\Ion. l\"ov. 30 (AP) - everything." 
He: "Well. baby, what"s the good 
word'?" 
Twenty Japanese college girls • • • She: "No." 
found the facts of Tokyo night A new bunch of enlisted men got 
life just a little too bare yesterday. sick over the rail. Soon one of the 
A publicity-minded' bu.rlesque old salts joined them and sarcas-
• • • 
Daisey: "ls he a nice boy?"' 
:.\laisey: "No. dear, you'll 
theater manager said too many cically inquired. "\\'hat's the mat- him." 
like 
girls were coming out of college 
without knowing what life was like 
and invited the 20 coeds to be his 
guests. 
The theater's nearly nude danc-
ers delighted the "owl-eyed male 
audience." Kyodo News Service re-
]lorted, but the college girls were 
"shocked ... embarrassed ... red 
with confusion ... (and) none was 
brave enough to sit it out to the 
end." 
Q 02439420 G Is Lucky Number 
by Martin J. Shannon 
Resolved: That the ITHAC.\:S- joints. If it should be you who 
will not be outdone and done out comes up with the "D-D", rush i 
by its competitors, namely, 'l'he right down to the ITK.H'.\:S- offi<'l 
l'entral School. The evening con- Daily Xoose and 'fhe l>nll,· Jlirai;tc, and pick up your many valuable 
cert was held in Lincoln Auditor- and that steps will be taken im- prizes. 
ium in Syracuse. mediately to increase circulation Heading the list of J)rizes will be 
The Concert Band has about 55 by any sneaky, low-down. under- 50 copies of last issue's ITH.\('.\X 
members and is directed by Profes- handed means at our disposal. K .. xt comes four pounds of slightly 
sor Walter Beeler. And that means only one thing mangled cigarette butts (king-size 
ITHACAN 
STAFF MEETING 
THIS AFTERNOON 
3:00 
____ ., ITH__,~.~A-~ OFFICE 
-the I'l'll.\r.\X "l)ynmnlr UoJlnr" of l'Otii·sel. one 'well worn dirty 
contest. Yes, students, it's here. white buck (size H). anci one 
You've heard about it, you've read large size cup of "muck" 1i't the 
about it and now you're going to "0". 
do something about it. You are So get with it. hitldos. Drusi 
going to win. ,vin, do you hear away the dust and tak<' a good look 
me, Win. at those serial numhers. Number 
Sometime this morning some- (} O'.:?-i,'l!l-120 (; is the DY:XA:.\IIC 
one is going to spend an l'fH.\CAN NinmER and YOl" may be the 
Dynamic-Dollar at one of the local oii~ to cash it in. 
6 Friday, December 11, 1953 THE ITHACAN College Organization Active With 
War Children Foster Parents Plan 
SCAMPERS 
is an 
Foster J)arent's plan for war children is a non-profit, non-political, 
non-sectarian, and an independent relief organization which has been 
operating for 16 years and has aided many thousands of homeless 
orphans. 
ALL STUDENT 
PRODUCTION 
<> 
Students, back your show! The adoption J)ian is of a fin-
ancial nature. Any individual or Your help is vital to some child 
organization may become a foster strug-gling for life itself," appeals 
parent to a war child for a year the Foster Parent's Plan Organi-
by contributing $180. There are zatiun. Anyone interested in 
joining_ an Ithaca College 
tennis team to be formed 
in the spring is urged to 
contact Mr. Broadwell as 
!oon as posisble! 
l'frtur(•1l 11hon• (f,.Jt) as they Yisih•d the r~fr1·~ltment stmul at !lw ,Junior 
('lnss Sadh• Hawkins Jhmt·e ar1• .Jack -Kutz, Hos11lyn l111rr1s, ,Joanne 
J>t•ish.:-, and HIII Eliot. lll'himl th(• stmul nrl' m(•mht•rs oi tht• rl'fr(•sh-
m1•11t' t•onunitt,•p: n1rl .\ustiu, ,ll'lllllll' Woo1hmrd, :··~ ...... )lay, mul Sal 
. ,.. JliFazio. (Storr and otJwr plrnfo on Jmgc" 6y 
------------------------- n. ____ _ 
WIT J Broadcast Schedule Changed; 
Include New Programs On Agenda 
Radio Station WIT J, which originates from the studios of the 
Ithaca College Radio and Television Workshop, announces a change 
in its broadcasting hours, and the addition of new programs to the 
schedule. 
Beginning on :\Ion., Dec. 7 
WITJ will be on the air week C II B d I 
other variations of the plan: a 
contribution of $200 will furnish 
books and school equipment for 
:m orphanage or 200 in Korea for 
ono year; $250 will provide a 
teacher for one YNtr in a Korean 
orphanage. 
lt has been suggested that the 
cost per student is very small 
when College enrollment is used as 
a basis. According to Zelma Scott, 
the members of W.C.l'. are col-
lecting for the J)lan along with 
:\leredith Kiff, Sue Steele, :\Iimi 
Simon, Arlene :\lakrarisky, Roberta 
Klenk, Roddie Dobris, and Eleanor 
Giordano. 
"These war children have known 
only hunger, trageµy and despair. 
SENIORS 
V 
There are aboul ·lO Seniors 
who have not had their por-
traits taken for The ('av. 
ugan. If you are a member of 
this group, it is your respon-
sibility to arrange an ap-
pointment with Bennett Stu-
dio before Xmas or your )lil'-
turp will 11e.t 111111ear ln the 
year book. 
Enrollment Increase More Than 7% 
As Total Figure Nears 1,000 Mark 
Fraternities! 
Sororities! 
Xmas gifts 
for the whole house 
nights between the hours of 5:30 0 ege an n 
and 10:30 p.m. in place of 7 and X T p d Undergraduate enrollment at Ithaca College this Fall is 7.3 per 
12 p.m. as in the past. This altera- .fflQS oy OrQ e cent higher than a year ago, according to figures released today by 
TYPEWRITERS 
FILES 
DESKS 
CHAIRS 
tion will be advantageous to the The Ithaca College ).!arching :\Iiss Florence Howland, registrar. 
listener. Daily broadcasting will Band added to the sparkle of the 
now begin an hour and a half third Annual Christmas Toy Parade Total enrollment of 982 include 
(;:.trlier than usual. WITJ will re- of giant balloons sponsored by the 864 full-time students, and 118 
p(>rt the news at 6 p.m., which will It.hm•a ,Journal and Rothschild's. part time. The full-time registra-
be followed by an uninterrupted :\Iembers of the College Varsity tion is composed of 854 undergradu-
half-hour of music between 6: 30 Club assisted in moving the color-
and 7 p.m. This dinner music pro- ful balloons, some of which were 80 ate and lO graduate students. 
gram has been designed to offer the feet Jong and 14 feet high. :\!embers There are 357 new students, in-
listener relaxation and enjo;ment of Delta Phi Zeta sorority mounted eluding 34 transfers, taking under-
during the dinner hour. Other musi-
cal programs appearing on \VITJ 
range from dixieland, popular, and 
folk music to clasiscal and semi-
d.:1~sical tastes. For more complete 
information concerning all changes 
in programming, see the new \VITJ 
p!·ogram schedule. And for com-
plete entertainment molded for lis-
tening pleasure, be sure to "TU.l\'E 
TO TALENT" with WITJ at 91.7 
on your F:\I dial. 
floats or skipped along in the pa- graduate work. This is a gain of 
rade. 28.7 per cent over the 278 new 
The balloons were set up and in- students of last year. 
flated at the Reconstruction home 
where the parade began, taking 
nearly an hour to complete its route 
before 15,000 spectators. 
In addition there are 15 part-
time students in Ithaca and 41 in 
physiotherapy in New York City; 
also 62 enrolled in Evening School 
courses, inaugurated here for the 
f.rst time this year. 
The undergraduate enrollment 
Cornell's Big Red Band and Ith-
aca High School band also partici-
pated in the parade along with San-
ta Claus who toured the town in 
his 1914 Buick. includes 564 men and 290 women, 
and the graduates number 6 men 
and 4 women. 
All departments and schools of 
the College showed increases in 
enrollment this year except physi-
cal education. The sharpest per-
M.E.N.C. Elects Officers At Recent 
Meeting; Map Out Plans For Year 
centage gain was in liberal arts, a 
The Ithaca College chapter of the '.\lusic Educator's National Con- recently inaugurated department, 
ference has elected officers for the school year. They are: Pres., Peter where registration rose from 27 to 
Eckhardt; Vice-Pres., Robert Parr; Sec.-Treas., Lois Guthrie; and fiO students. 
student chairman for the NYSS:'IIA spring festival, Harry Booth. '.\lusic continued as the largest 
school of the College, with 218 
bttidents; physical education next 
w; .. n 177, and business third with 
1 tiS. Then came physiotherapy 107, 
.::rama-radio 77, Speech 62, and 
lib<:!ra I arts. 
On the of the New York State 
School '.1.lusic Association's spring 
festivals will be held at Ithaca Col-
Jt,gc on April 30 and :\lay 1, 1954. 
D,·. Rawski will be chairman and 
!\I,ss Helen Orr will be co-chair-
1o1an. The advisory committee for 
u .. ~ f.:stivavl includes '.l.lrs. Slocum, 
conference was held in Syracuse 
on Dec. 3, 4, and 5, at which time 
The Ithaca College Concert Band 
played under the direction of Wal-
ter Beeler. 
;j! lllll'!ll"llllnil .. l!l'illl'.lil ,II' ,illllill'l;:li.illlllll!::,:11'.,ll!illll::1 :1:.:lill:l:!":1111111 Ill: !11,:llllllllllllllli 1111:illlllllliilh'lll!llllllli,li l'lllllllllll,!'1i'llllllll:'.1.lllll1!lll!i:l;"lll''llll,'::1{t; 
·c :1111.1ll''11J':111:i1, 11 1::::111111111 .. 11::1111,1111111::::.l!lll!l'.lllllli::l:llllill!'1illlllllll.llll::illllllllllllii::1111111n:11,1;:1111111n1a:11,111111111:1,1111,:·11111;.i:.l!!:ill!'!-{ f, 
'.I.Ir. Beeler, :\Ir. Pulaski, and Dr. 
l\!cHenry. The festival will be held - -;! MORRIS' in cooperation with Dr. William <:rar:g, superintendent of the Ithaca 
Public Schools; :\liss Bernice 
Finch, supervisor of music in the 
Ithaca Public Schools. Each year 
there are about 15 festivals held 
throughout New York where vocal 
or instrumental soloists or en-
sembles may be judged In order to 
earn ratings or they may be judged 
and receive only criticisms of their 
. performance. 
The Ithaca College chapter of 
the :\LE.N.C. was founded three 
years ago in the School of l\lusic. 
Today the chapter has sixty-four 
student members and a number or 
faculty members. Each year the 
M.E.N.C. holds a national conven-
tion and the NYSSMA, the state 
division, also holds one. The first 
NYSS:\fA conference was held at 
Ithaca College In 1934. Since then 
they have been held In various 
parts of the state. This year the 
fi [( g~ "60 Seconds from State" ~i ~ ~~ 
~ TH£ PLACE TO GO ... FOR THE BRANDS YOU KNOW ~ I 
.t.lilllllllllllllll.l llll!!llll!lll:::111'IIIIH!ll'!llllllll,Ulllll:!1!::i:llllllllllllilllliill1l::m,111i:ll!1!lll1!1111111111!llliilll :ll1,1;,11Hlhl·i i!lllllli'IIIIIIIIIFIU::llllilll:111::11:illli'll"!lllllllf'~ t 
r11111111.1u1:11111:1111111:i1'1111u11111:111r11111,1111111111:H11111m:mi;1i11i:11:,,1111m11111111;1111:111:111,:,rn'11111m:11111111m111u1111:H11:,11::u1nn,rn.11111111111111111:111u1it 
ITHACA OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S MUSIC STORE 
330 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y. Phone 4-1101 
Get Home Sooner and Surer. Weather and holiday traffic delays 
can't cut vacation time. The train trip with your crowd is part of 
the fun, too. So are those swell dining car meals! And you can 
safely stretch vacation's end to the very last party, yet still get 
back to school on time! 
Save 25% of the Coach Fare by traveling home and back with 
two or more friends on Group Economy Plan Ticlcets. They're good 
on trips of 100 miles or more. Gather a group of 25 or more and 
you can each save 28% traveling long-distance together on the same 
train ... then, returning as n group or individually. 
Consult Your Local Railroad Ticket Agent Well In Advance 
of Departure Date for Detailed Information 
EASTERN RAILROADS 
Cagers Start Season 
Poorly; Drop First 
four Games On Road 
<J'fU"j Vp ./!6'J4e ~, THE ITHACAN F,;day, Decembe, 11, 1953 
by He~~halte, ! Veteran Matmen Look TO 
7 
No wins, four losses. That's the record Coach Carp Wood's 
I.C. cage squad carries with them tomorrow night as they invade 
rhe Alfred gym to face a so-so Saxon quintet for their fifth straight 
road game before returning to the friendly confines of their home 
.:ourt next Saturday night against Utica College. 
Without the assistance of big Ed ---------------
Byrne, high scorer of last year's 34-29· In the second half the roof 
IC hoopsters, the Bombers' offen- fell in as Wilkes outscored the 
sive play with Grover Jones, Joe Bombers 46-27, racking up the final 
Scally and Al Chadwick leading 13 Points of the game. 
the way has been just fair, having Once nguin It wns the Hlg 'fhree 
rolled up an average of 62.5 points at work again, with Joe Scally 
11er game while permitting the op- dropping fourteen counters through 
position to pour the atrocious fig- the hoop and Grover Jones and Al 
ure of 84.5 points per contest Chadwick each chiming in with 
through the IC basket. Jones has ten apiece. The Blue and Gold 
averaged 14 points per game while quintet hit on only 24 per cent of 
Chadwick and Scally have a 9 and their shots from the floor and hit 
on but 14 of 22 tosses from the free 
8 point per game average, respec- throw line. 
lively. 
The Hombers Uited tlle lid on the Buffalo state Teachers helped 
53-54 campaign, bowing to the Or- Coach Carp Wood's men make it 
angemen of Syracuse in the Salt th ree entries on the wrong side of 
('ity 88-68 in the team's best per- the ledger laSt Saturday night as 
they overpowered the Blue and formance so far this young season. 
As a matter of fact. Bill Reddy, Gold 81-71. 
The Statesmen and IC were ni11 Sports Editor of the Syracuse Post-
Standard said, "I found myself a nd tuck all the way through the 
more deeply impressed fo· the, Ith- firS t quarter but State found the 
acans than with the Orangem·en." range at the start of the second pe-
Trailing 25-18 at the end of the riod with a four point string tl1at 
first quarter, the Bombers pulled they never relinquished. There was 
up to only a half-time deficit of still liope at half time however \~~ith 
fi O·nts •o 35 F"llow·1·11g 1·nte1· BSTl~ holding only a 35-26 lead: 1ve p 1 , ., - . v -
mission, however. the Syracusans The Teachers led by George Dohm, 
whci netted 29 JJOints. virtuan,· 
turned on the pressure with fast , 
break after fast break to pull away sewed things UJJ, in the third quar-
to a 12 point bulge, 60-48 at the ter, out-scoring Ithaca 32-21. The 
Bombers made a nice comeback ef-
three-quarter mark after which 
they never were threatened. (Continued on page 8) 
Grover Jones shared the games 
scoring honors with Syracuses' 
Bonnie Kilpatrick. as he paced 
Ithaca scoring with six successful 
shots from the ·floor and ten from 
the free throw line. Al Chadwick 
turned in a very creditable per-
formance, meshing 13 tallies and 
JJlaying a fine floor game. 
Two Teams Of I.C. 
Coeds Active 
In City League 
The 38 minor leagues produced 
just one 30 game winner this sea-
son. He is .Tack Swift of the :\lar-
ion Club in the Tar Heel League 
(North Carolina State League that 
is). Swift, a thirty-one ~·ear old 
right hander, boasted a 30-7 rec-
ord nnd racked up 321 strikeouts 
to win a second crown as Whiff 
King of the minors ..... \lenil :\Iav-
raides, Notre Dame guard, kicked 
14 consecutive points after touch-
down in 1953 to set a modern 
~::hool record. He then missed his 
next three in a row . General 
opinion of basketball experts is 
I.hat if Bevo Francis played against 
a team ·which w·as much better 
than the average junior high school 
array he'd have trouble getting 
even a respectable score. (I''or the 
record, Bevo scored 6·1 points 
against Erie Tech last week and 
just the other night hit for 32 
tallies against Adelphi College, 39 
against Villanova, one of the top 
quintets· in the nation) ... It's a 
Japanese baseball custom not to 
cheer until their team is ahead or 
at least tied. If and when the home 
team is behind, a ghostlike silence 
falls over the stadium ... and after 
a Japanese pitcher is knocked out 
of the game he goes to the bull pen 
and warms up to show the fans he's 
OK and will be able to pitch next 
time he's called on There's 
a good chance that professional 
-football might be returned to Buf-
falo. Rumors from reliable sources 
have it that the Chicago Cardinals 
will exit the Windy City and make 
their new home in Buffalo under 
the guise of the Buffalo Bills ... 
and as someone very wisely ob-
served ... "You never get smarter 
-just older" ... Just 30 years ago 
Gene Tunney retained his light 
heavyweight championship with a 
15 round decision over middle-
weight titlest Harry Greb 3 
years later Tunney won the heavy-
weight crown from Jack Dempsey 
at Philadelphia. 
Par-ty, Party !!! 
The prestige gained in the Syra-
cuse encounter was rudely smashed 
a few nights later when they 
traveled to Wilkes Barre and came 
away with a terriffic lacing at the 
hands of Wilkes College, 80-56. 
Twenty-two Ithaca College girls 
are participating in the City League 
basketball games held even Tues-
day night at the high school. 
The six or seven teams partici- ·The students of Ithaca College 
pating in the League play a Round will get into the Yuletide Spirit 
Robin tournament with each team hefore leaving for vacation with a 
1ilaying the other teams twice. round of parties, sponsored by dif-
Big Jim's is a new team this year ferent school organizations. The 
with unknown players. The Orioles 1iarties are listed by Dean Taylor 
are Ithaca High School girls and as: Dec. 12-closed party at Delta 
the only team consisting of high Phi Zeta. Dec. 12-Annual Holly 
school players. The Sampson team Hop at Sigma Alpha Iota (closed). 
is composed of the WAF's from Dec. 1-1-"an old fashioned party," 
Sampson Air Force Base. The mem- at Cayuga House (open). Dec. 14-
bers of the Sheldon C'ourt team are Closed dance at Hilliard House, 
waitresses who work at the restau- Dec. 16-Annual caroling festivities 
rant. :-.line of the college girls are of Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi :\[u 
participating under the sponsor- Alpha. Dec. 17--{'losed Christmas 
ship of Jim's Place. A new team party at Kappa Gamma Psi. Dec. 17 
this year consists of thirteen <:ol- -Closed Christmas party at Phi 
lege girls sponsored by the Alpine. :\ltt Alpha. 
IC led 15-H at the end of the 
first ten minute period. \Vilkes re-
duced the one point Ithaca lead and 
took a five point bulge at half-time 
.. 
--· -
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: 
I Reservations 
I I 
I are being made I 
at the I ! 
Ii 
BUSY BEE 
for 
Santa 
Won't you join him? 
I Busy Bee i i I Next to I 
Grayhound terminal 
s. Aurora St. 
I 
The athletic officiating class of 
the physical education department 
is assigned to officiate the City 
League games. 
The Ithaca College girls playing 
for Jim's Place are: Williams. Shi-
ner, :\lagee, :llc:\leekin, :\larvin, 
Peck. Nester, Darling, and Wilbur. 
The Alpine Aggies' squad includes: 
Bartell, Acuri, Byers. Russo, Eb-
bets. Wilson, Parkman, Gould, 
Baldwin, C'ummerton, Abar, ' and 
Stowell. 
Don't Miss The 
25th Anniversary 
Issue of 
THE ITHACAN 
out Jan. 15 
CHANDLER'S 
::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::= 
=======JEWELERS======= 
DIAMONDS 
j 202 E. State St. 
Bulova, Longines 
Hamilton Watches 
First Nat. Bank Bldg. 
Opener With Waynesburg 
Due to the postponement of the Dec. 19 match, because of Christ-
mas vacation, the College grapplers have , hC'en re-scheduled to open 
.Jan. 9 against Waynesburg College on the Pennsylvanians' home mats. 
\Vaynesburg, a perennial powerhouse when it comes to the art of 
wrestling, handed Ithaca its lone defeat last season in a close, bruising 
battle. 
Coach Herb Broadwell will send 
his squad against Wilkes College 
for their second outing on the 13th 
of Jan. at WilkeR-Barre. R.I.T., 
and Westchester fill in the schedule 
leading up to the first home match 
against the Saxons of Alfred on 
Sat., Feb. 13. Westchester, usually 
a strong con· \der for mat honors 
in Eastern , .'nsyivania has been 
an excepti Jally strong team for 
the past 411 Iv seasons. Westchester 
replaces Qt;eens College of Canada 
on the schedule in order to give 
the Blue and Gold more formidable 
opposition than they have been 
Chopie (3-3); 157-lbs.-John Cia-
botti (5-2); 167-lbs.--Paul Thomann 
(8-1); 177-lbs.-John DeKay (7-0); 
Heavyweight-:\lort Sch lien (9-0). 
The tine show Freshman Don 
Yituro has made in practice is a 
feast ror Coach Herb Broadwell's 
eyes. Don's ~,·rappy aggressive 
style has him as nuu,ba-r· one boy 
in the 123-lb.· class vacated b!! 
graduated Ed :\Ianginelli. 
Although there is no immediate 
cause for alarm, a few of the regu-
lars quite possibly ~ay not make 
their weight for the opening match. 
If this happens ... only the Christ-
getting from the Canadians. mas layoff could be accused of the 
The University uf Buffalo comes extra poundage. In any event sev-
to the Seneca Gym the 19 of f•'eb. era! promising and capable wr_est-
and Locklmven makes it two meets lers, most of them Freshmen, are 
in two evenings as they follow the ready and could quite competently 
Bulls of Buffalo into town on the take over any slots in the squad 
29. East Stroudsburg and Cort- that might be vacated. Don LeFevor 
land are the final two mat oppon- has looked very good this season, 
ents fur the Blue and Gold. Both as he did when he stepped into 
teams being the visitors. The teach- the breaeh last year in the 130-Ib. 
ers of East Stroudsburg will be 
pitted against Coach Broadwell's 
finest on the 3 of ~larch and the 
Cortland State Teachers' Dragons 
will wrap things up in the finale on 
~larch 6. 
division. 
Frank ~lann, 137 lbs., and Don 
Bills, 147 lbs., who promises to 
give Bill Choppie more than enough 
to handle in the wrestle-offs, along 
with Dale '\Vinomyer, 147 lbs., Bob 
Seplow and Ed ).lorrocco at 158 lbs., 
Al :\Iatt at 167 lbs. and heavyweight 
A run down of last years 1ier-
formers, clearly indicates what Ith-
aca mat foes have in store for Ed Stoer round out the list who 
them: 
130-lbs.-Jim Howard (!l-0); 137-
lbs.-Ed Pucek (8-1); 1-17-lbs.-Bill 
will be backing up the first line 
men, in the event they need a little 
aid. 
IRV LEWIS 
MEN'S SHOP 
120 E. STATE ST. 
TO SHOW YOUR SWEETHEART YOU LOVE HER 
GIVE HER FLOWERS 
From 
PRATT'S FLOWER SHOP 
214 E. Seneca Street 
BACI-I 
Mass in B Minor 
Fritz Lehmann, conductor 
Berlin Symphony Orchestra 
Choir and Soloists 
Special Low Price 
i 
I 
'-----·-···- . 
LEN T'S INC. 
21 0 N. Tioga St. _;-] 
,,. i 
- ---- -- ·----' 
8 Friday, December 11, 1953 THE ITHACAN point ls subtracted from the cumu-
1:.>.tive score at the end of the fight. 
New York State will retain its 
system of scoring. In New York 
a fight is decided on the number 
of rounds won, lost and tied plus 
a system of points that is left to 
the discretion of the officials. 
.. . • by Herb Burkhalter It's interesting to note Carmen 
Basilio's steady progress as a boxer 
and a puncher. The Salt City lad 
manhandled young Johnny Cun-
ningham several weeks ago for 
the fifth and probably the last time. 
uii" 'until that fight runninghafn 
had a win and a draw to show for 
4 bouts with Basilio. In the fifth 
fight Cunningham was decked three 
times before the bout ended in the 
fourth round. 
.\X OLJ> CAS.E 
Except for the Yankees, "There 
ain't a damn club in the American 
League that can win the World 
Series'' ... quote the ale wizard, 
one Casey Stengel. · 
As a matter of fact, he hinted 
that one of the reasons the Bronx 
Bombers had been able to roll up 
five consecutive championships, 
was because the general managers 
o:f'the rest of the American League 
Clubs were not doing their Job 
right ... and besides, they refused 
to trade with "f'a;:,e" and the Yan-
ke<:>s. 
Beginning Jan. 1 most fight fans 
will be able to score those tele-
vblon tights ju3t like the officials 
... but besides your favorite bev-
erage you'd do. well to have a slide 
rule nearby. 
The executive committee of the 
National Boxing Association gave 
final approval to the new scoring 
system and has decided to print 
sample score cards for TV fight 
fans Carmen's prowess will be sev-
Under the new and unified sys- erely tested next Sat. evening, Dec. 
tern to be used in every state ex- 19, when he steps out of his class 
cept New York, the winner of a to fight middleweight Pierre Lang-
round gets 10 :·'1,t!'>. The loser leis. The Frenchman ls a real rug-
gets an,ywhere fre,. tu 9. And if gerl battler with a fine record, and 
the round is even l•.+-points are his advantage in weight .~ay be too 
scored for each. boxer~ !T''.!Ch for Basilio to overcome. Even 
As there are in all s};:,tems, this so.' Carmen can keep busy in an 
one too has a number of gimmicks. attractive bout and still won't risk 
F'or instance, if a referee detects the title match with Kid Gavilan, 
a foul, he subtracts a point and in- tl,e big one the Syracusan is aiming 
structs the two judges to do the for. 
same . . . but the man who does * • • 
the fouling is still awarded 10 During the past football season 
pomts if he wins the round. The because of the Itlmcnn's publication 
only every other week we thought 
it inconsequential to print any foot-
b~ll rredictions ... but the at-
traction of the New Year's Day 
Bowl games were too much for us. 
So here goes. 
:\1ichigan State over UCLA by at 
least 13 points in the Rose Bowl. 
In the Sugar Bowl we give the nod 
to once-beaten Georgia Tech over 
a good West Virginia team . . by 
two TD's. And in probably the 
most classic of the bowl games we 
pick Oklahoma to surprise the 
number one team of the nation-
the Terps of :\laryland. In the Cot-
ton Bowl we figure the Crimson 
Tide of Alabama to be one extra 
point attempt better than the Rice 
Owls. A flip of the coin shows Au-
burn edging Texas Tech in the 
Gator Bowl and to make it a bad 
day for the Texas all together, in 
the Sun Bowl we select Mississippi 
Southern to take Texas Western 
into camp by at least two and pos-
i:,;bly three touchdowns. 
Bowling Team 
Students interested in bowling 
are forming the Ithaca College In-
tramural Co-Education Bowling 
League, which will bowl every Mon. 
and Wed. afternoon from 4: 00-5: 30 
at the Bowl-0-Drome on State St. 
Anyone from any department who 
wishes to participate may leave bis 
or her name with the Secretary of 
the PhYf!ical Education Department 
immediately. 
PATRONIZE 
OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
Of course, by and large, he's 
correct. But a manager of the New 
York Yankees just doesn't say 
&itch things ... at least in public 
. . . even if he is right. A little 
'\\Ord of warning to you l\Ir. Sten-
fel ... Don't get those rival gen-
( ral managers too irate or you're 
liable to find your bench clut-
t<!red up with Detroit Tigers, Bal-
timore Orioles and Philadelphia 
Athletics. Then you'll really need 
a magic wand and a crystal ball. 
Maybe the thought of such a thing 
wol'!ld keep ale Casey's tongue 
from wagging so loudly from now 
on. 
LATEST COLLEGE SURVEY SHOWS LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN 
Stengel wa3 right though, when 
he implied that the blame for a 
bad ball club should be placed on 
the front office rather than the 
fidd manager. But the credit for 
the i:,uccess of the ball club should 
also go to the front office. This 
Casey did not say. He should have, 
for this fact only serves to make 
Stengel's argument even- stronger. 
Why are the Yankees the best 
team in baseball? Because of Casey 
Stengel? No, because they were the 
best in baseball in the thirties and 
late twenties under Miller Huggins 
1mci in the late thirties and forties 
i.:nder a fellow named Joe McCar-
thy. Then there was Bucky Harris 
and row ... Casey Stengel. 
The Yankees are the best team 
iu baseball because their organiza-
tion is the best. A top network 
of administrators, scouts, farm di-
rectors, and farm clubs that work 
harder and better at ~heir jobs than 
anyone else in the game. 
Basketball ... 
(Continued from page 7) 
fort in the final quarter counting 24 
tallies to 14 for State but all was 
of little consequence on the out-
come of the contest. 
Grffi·er Jones and Hugh Hurst 
led Ithaca in the scoring with 16 
and 14 points. IC improved their 
shooting percentage, clicking on 
24 of 70 shots for 34 per cent. State 
connected on 30 of 63 attempts for 
an excellent 48 per cent. J 
And last Sunday, in Olean, St. 
Bonaventure shot an amazing 47 
per cent as the Brown Iml.ians 
rolled to their 47th consecutive 
home victory, over the Bombers 
89-55. 
In doing so l\lel Duffy set an all 
time Bonnie scoring record pouring 
no less than 36 points through the 
IC basket. Walt Judd was high for 
the men of C'arp Wood with 10 
counters. 
St. Bonaventure never trailed in 
the game though the Bonnie coach 
subsiituted rather freely.' The Ith-
acans never were in contention as 
they fell behind 16-9 at a slow pace 
in the first quarter and gradually 
picked up speed ringing the bell for 
22 markers in the final quarter, 
while the Bonnies were scoring 34 
in the same period. Bona 'was sue·_- · 
cessful 33 out of 72 times from the 
floor for the 47 per cent figure while 
IC netted 15 of 55 attempts f_or a 27 
percentage. 
Last year a survey of leading colleges 
throughout the country showed that 
smokers in those colleges preferred 
Luckies to any other cigarette. 
This year another far more extensive 
and comprehensive survey-supervised 
by college professors and based on more 
than 31,000 actual student interviews-
shows that Luckies lead again over all 
other brands, regular or king size ... and 
by a wide margin! The No. 1 reason: 
Luckies taste better. 
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of 
~' and the fact of the matter is Luckies 
taste better-first, because L.S,/M.F.T.-
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And 
second, Luckies are made better to taste 
better. So, Be Happy-Go Lucky! 
PRODUCT OP' ~~ct'~ AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES @A. T.Co. 
